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Tactile-visual integration in children with 
and without autism spectrum disorders 

 
!

  

 Introduction 
Social functioning deficits in autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) may be related to atypical 
sensory integration1. Two leading explanations 
for integration difficulties are: 
1) an over-reliance on proprioception2 
2) an enlarged sensory temporal binding window3  
These theories were tested directly by selectively 
manipulating proprioceptive alignment and 
tactile-visual synchrony to explore their impact 
on body ownership.  
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 Participants 
 29 ASD children (8-15 years, M: 12 years) 
 29 Chronological age (CA) matched controls 
 29 Verbal mental age (MA) matched controls 

  
 Procedure 
Children placed their right hand into a 
multisensory illusion system (MIRAGE4), which 
presented two, identical live video images of their 
own hand. 
One virtual hand was always proprioceptively 
aligned with the actual hand (the veridical hand) 
and the other was displaced to the left or right of 
this (displaced hand). 
While a brush stroke was applied to the 
participant’s actual (hidden) hand, they observed 
the two virtual images of their hand also being 
stroked. 
A 60, 180 or 300ms temporal delay was 
applied to either the displaced hand or the 
veridical hand. Thus, only one of the virtual 
hands had synchronous visuo-tactile inputs.  

  Congruent conditions:  
  Veridical hand = synchronous hand (SH).  
   
  Incongruent conditions: 
  Displaced hand = synchronous hand (SH). 

Task: determine the real hand. 
 !

Results and Discussion 
ASD performance in congruent conditions 
indicated an enlarged sensory 
temporal binding window (TBW). 
Yet, unlike controls, the ASD group did 
not systematically choose the SH in any 
incongruent condition. Nor did they 
choose the veridical hand in incongruent 
conditions, as predicted by a fundamental 
over-reliance on proprioception.  
Instead, findings suggested reduced 
sensitivity to amodal properties of 
stimuli (e.g. temporal synchrony) in 
ASD1: 
Unlike controls, the synchrony of seen 
and felt touch did not ‘pop out’ as 
meaningful.  
Thus, tactile-visual synchrony 
overrides incongruent proprioceptive 
inputs in controls but not in ASD 
children.An enlarged TBW could underlie 
reduced detection of amodal information.  
This would lead to inappropriate binding 
of information from unrelated events 
which could contribute to sensory 
sensitivities and social deficits in ASD.  

Panel A: Hypothetical group data showing chance level performance.!
Panel B: Chi square analyses comparing the frequency of individuals choosing the 
SH against chance level. Asterisks: sig. different to chance at p=.003. 
Horizontal braces = sig. group difference at p=.025.!

The veridical hand (VH) was in the same 
location as the child’s actual hand, the 
displaced hand (DH) was to the left or right 
of the VH. A 60, 180 or 300m temporal delay 
was applied to one image, the other hand 
image was the synchronous hand (SH). 
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